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~'ou see is what you get" represents a time signature in simple meter. The 
ber represents the number of beats per measure and the bottom number 

nts the fractional equivalent of the note that is the beat. There will never be 
ignature with a 7 on the bottom or a lOon the bottom because there is no 

" tent Cmg as a "seventh note or a " h note."Thererore: 

2 
.	 rime signature of 17> or ~ or i or 2 is Simple Duple.
 

The beat note is:}. l' J d
 

3 3:\ time signature of 16 or 8 or i or ~ is Simple Triple.
 

The beat note is: }. l' J d
 

•	 :\ time signature of 1'\ or 3 or t or ~ is Simple Quadruple.
 

The beat note is:}. l' J d
 

You may also see other time signatures that represent simple meter. For example, 
called common time, is frequently used to represent i, and ¢, sometimes called 
t time" or aHa breve, is a substitute for ~. 

Compound Meter 
"in compound meter the beat is normally a dotted note, there is no fraction that rep

resents a dotted quarter J or dotted half note J ; therefore, in compound meter 
(he time signature represents the subdivision and not the bear. For example, a 2 
time signature represents triple compound meter. There are nine quarter notes (or 
the durational equivalent) per measure. The beat note is the dotted half note. 

You would conduct in three. Each dotted half note receives one beat and the beat 
is divided equally into three pans (quarter notes). 

• A time signature of 16 
6 

or ~ or ~ or ~ is Compound Duple. 
IThe beat note is: 1'. J o· Q. 

9• A time signature of 16 or ~ or 2 or ~ is Compound Triple.
 

The beat note is: 1'. J J
 Q. 

• A rime signature of Ii or i or ~ or ~ is Compound Quadruple. 

The beat note is: 1'. J o· I Q. 

~~- -	 -----

~ 
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CHECKPOINT 
1. How many 16th notes are in a half note? 

2. Two dots following a quarter note add what durations to it? 

3. What is the term that refers to the number of beats in a measure? 

4. What term refers to the way that the beats divide? 

Self-Test 2-2 
(Answers begin on page 606.) 

Sing aloud each of the following songs. Then identify the beat and meter types of each, 
using terms such as simple duple and so on. 

1. "Auld Lang Syne" _ 

2. "Pop Goes the Weasel" _ 

3. "Silent Night" _ 

4. "Jingle Bells" _ 

S. "Seventy-Six Trombones" _ 

Simple Time Signatures 
A time signature is a symbol that tells the performer how many beats will occur in each mea
sure, what note value will represent the beat, and whether the beat is simple or compound. A 
time signature for a simple beat has 2, 3, or 4 as the top number. The top number indicates the 
number of beats in the measure; the bottom number indicates the beat note (2 = J, 4 = J, 
8 = Jl, and so on). Some typical ;imple time signatures are listed in the following table. 
Notice that time signatures are not written as fractions-there should be no line between 
the numbers. 

Beats per Beat Division of 
Time signature measure note the beat 

2 I 
~ 2 rl.J 

i or ¢ 2 J J J 
3 
16 3 )1 n 
f 3 I• n 
~ 4 .~ n 
~ 
~ or C 4 ~ .rl 
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Compound Time Signatures 
If the beat divides into three equal parts, as in a compound beat, the note value represent
ing the beat will be a dotted value, as shown next. 

Beat Division of 
note the beat 

J J J J 

J. FTl 
J,. J j J 

). ~ 

Dotted values present a problem where time signatures are concerned. For example, if 
there are two beats per measure, and the beat note is J., what would the time signature be? 
~'!2 ? 4:8? 8+L8? There is no easy solution, and the method that survives today is the source 
of much confusion concerning compound beat. Simply stated, a compound time signature 
informs the musician of the number of divisions of the beat contained in a measure and 
what the division duration is. This means that the top number of a compound time sig
nature will be 6, 9, or 12 because two beats times three divisions equals six, three beats 
times three divisions equals nine, and four beats times three divisions equals twelve. Some 
examples are given in the following table. 

Beats per Beat Division of 
Time signature measure note the beat 

g 2 J. rn 
\t 2 J J ~ 

\ 

Ii 

3& )t. ~ 

3 3 .. rn. . 
i 4 J. FTl 
~ 4 

(J.
i I J 

I

J-
Example 2-2 illustrates some familiar tunes that use compound beat. As before, the choice 
of the actual beat note is an arbitrary one. 
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D.	 Each passage that follows is notated so that placement of the beats is obscured in some 
fashion. Without changing the way the music will sound, rewrite each one to clarify 
the beat placement. This may involve breaking some of the long notes into tied shorter 
notes or rebeaming groups of notes. 

1. ¢ J j J l)mJ JI ¢
 

6 6
j	 Jmj IJJj JJI 2.4	 4 

3.3 J )). 1m). J~ I 3 
4.	 ~ .... nJIJnJJI ~ 

E.	 Add stems as required. 

1. Each duration is a quarter note. 

tr! - - • • I- • - - I. • - - ~ 

2.	 Each duration is an eighth note. Beam them in groups of three. 

F.	 Listen to a recording of the beginning of each of the five movements of Beethoven's 
Symphony no. 6, op. 68, and identify the beat and meter types of each. Then name 
three time signatures that could have been used to notate the movement. 

Movement Beat type Meter type Possible time signatures 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

G.	 Scale review. Given the scale degree, the note, and whether the key is major or minor, 
supply the name of the key. Assume melodic minor for all minor key examples. 

ex. j6 is C# in_e_minor 
. .

1.	 4 is B~ In __ mJnor 8. S is m in __ major 

2.	 ~ is B in __ major 9. j6 is G# in __ minor
 
. .


3.	 17 is B# In __ mmor 10. S is C in __ major 

4.	 6 is H in __ major 11. ~ is m in __ minor 

5.	 4 is H in __ major 12. 17 is E in __ minor 

6.	 S is G in __ minor 13. '7 is D# in __ major 

7.	 6 is B in __ major 14. 2 is m in __ major 


